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SYNOPSIS 
Axial load fatigue tests on various types of welded joints and 
weldments in HY-BO steel are reportedo The tests were carried out using 
three stress cycles.; complete reversal" zero -to ~tension" and half tension-
to···tension. Most of the test lives lie between 2,,000 and 600,,000 cycles 0 
These results have been used to develop Modified Goodman diagrams 0 
A preliminary series of fatigue tests was carried out to study 
the effects of interpass temperature" lack of penetration, type of electrode) 
and longitudinal fillet welded attachmentso 
When the specimens of a given test series failed due to an internal 
flaw" there was often a large amount of scatter in the test lives at a given 
stress level 0 Apparently internal weld flaws have a significant effect on the 
fatigue behavior of a welded jointo 
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FATIGUE BEHAVIOR OF WELDED JOINTS AND WELDMENTS 
IN HY-BO STEEL SUBJECTED TO .AXIAL LOADINGS 
10 INTRODUCTION 
101 Object and Scope of Program 
In recent years there has been a marked increase in the use of 
high strength structural steels in welded structures 0 However J the usage 
of these materials in structures that are subjected to repeated loads 
has raised many questions concerning the fatigue behavior of the structures 0 
It is known that weld.ed joints can have a great influence on 
the fati.gue behavior of .a structure 0 This effect is primari.ly a result of 
ei ther a..rJ. internal or external geometrical discontinuity at or in the 
weld.9 and possibly partly a result of the changes in the physical properties 
of the paxent material due to welding 0 Furthermore; the high strength 
steels are much more sensitive than mild carbon steels to the effects of 
stress concentrations when subjected to cyclic loading, 
The current research on the fatigue behavior of heavy chemistry 
HY -80 s1:·ee1 has been concerned princi.pally with an evaluation of the 
fatigue behavior of certai.n selected welded joints and weldments subjected 
to stress cycles of complete reversal) zero t.o ~tension_~ and half tension = 
~o-tensiono Table 1 lists the tests that have been performed in this 
phase of the research program, The results of these tests and those 
c .* 
repar ted in Ref c ~ l) will be discussed i.n later sect-i.ons of the report 0 
* Numbers in pa.rentheses refer to corresponding entries in the bi.bliographyo 
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In addition, a series of exploratory tests was performed to 
obtain preliminary information concerning the effect of certain variables 
such as.9 interpass temperature J type of electrode J lack of penetration, 
combined welds J and longitudinal fillet welded attachments 0 The various 
tests that were performed are listed in Table 20 
The present report covers the work completed during the period 
from September 1960 to November 1961; the results of approximately 95 
tests are reportedo The individual results of all the tests are presented 
in tabular form in Appendix A and plotted in Appendix Bo 
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of W. H. Bruckner, Professor of Metallurgical Engineering, and the 
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II. DESCRIPrION OF MATERIALS AND TESTS 
2.1 Materials 
The test, specimens were fabricated from heavy chemistry 
(1-1/2 in. thick) BY-80 steel plates from four different heats of steel. 
The plates were in the as-rolled condition with the exception of the 
material bearing a "G H designation. This material had been ground on one 
surface 0 The specimens designated fiG" tended to have a thickness in excess 
of 1.5 in. while the specimens fabricated from the other three heats had 
a thickness of 1.5 in. or less. The physical and chemical properties of 
the materials are listed in Tables 3 and 4. 
MIL 11018 low hydrogen iron powder electrodes were used almost 
exclusively for the fabrication of test specimens; this electrode over 
matched the parent metal being welded. MIL 9018 grade electrodes which 
under match the parent metal were used to fabricate three specimens to 
study the effect of the electrode (strength) on the fatigue life of one type 
of welded joint. 
All electrodes before being used were conditioned in a furnace 
at 800 deg. F for one hour. During this time, the maximum deviation in 
temperature was not more than 25 dego Fo The hot electrodes were then 
transferred to a holding oven, during the transfer, the temperature of the 
electrodes was maintained at not less than 300 deg. Fo In the holding 
oven, the electrodes were held at a temperature of 200 to 300 dego F. 
When the electrodes were required for welding, they were removed from 
the oven a few at a time. As a result the dried electrodes were never 
exposed to the laboratory atmosphere for a period of more than 30 minutes. 
-5-
2.2 Test Specimens 
The test specimens were fabricated using the full thickness of 
the plate material. The width of the specimen. then was dictated by the 
stress level to which they were to be subjected. For this reason, the 
plain plate specimens had a test section width of 1.5 in, and the welded 
joints had a width of 2.5 in. The details of all specimens used in the 
current studies are shown in Fig. 1. The test section of the specimens 
is straight for a length of at least 5 inches. The transition radius 
was 4 in. for the plain plate specimens and 7 in. for the other specimens. 
2.3 Fabrication of Specimens 
The first step in the fabrication of the specimens was to flame 
cut 9 in. by 48 in. blanks from the large as-rolled plates. The edges 
that were to be welded vlere then machined to the required, sha.pe. Previously 
devel.oped welding procedures were used but" in some cases, with slight 
modificat.ions 0 The welding was done while the specirEen "\'las clamped in a 
welding jig. In all welding, a string or tempering bead techni.que \Vas 
employed. In this technique? the first and second passes of each 'Held layer 
were placed against the base metal and each succeeding bead was laid 
against one that had been previously deposited. Thus the layer of weld 
metal was built up by working from the base metal inward; in this way, the 
weld beads tempered those which had previously been deposited. In welding" 
ihe rates of electrode travel were selected to assure that the heat input 
did not exceed fixed limits. 
Upon completion of welding, the holes necessary to attach-the 
specimen in the testing machine were drilled. Next the profile of the 
specimen was machined; in no case was any material near t.he test section 
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removed by flame cutting 0 As a final step, the edges of the specimens were 
ground smooth using an electric disk sander and various grades of emery 
paper. Wherever necessary, a hand file was used for final finishing. 
The welding procedures used in this test program were designated 
by the following notation~Pxx-xxxxx-Y. The letter lip!! stands for procedure. 
The two numbers which immediately follow P give the nominal yield strength of 
the parent metal in kips per s~uare inch. The set of four or five numbers 
between the dashed lines identifies the welding electrode which is to be 
used in fabricating the weld joint. The final letter is used to identify 
a particular procedure in the group. For example, P80-110l8-D indicates that 
the welding procedure is used on 80 ksi yield strength steel plates; the 
electrode is of the 11018 class, and it is the fourth procedure that has been 
developed for this combination of base plate and electrode typeo The details 
of all the procedures used to fabricate the specimens considered in this 
report are given in Appendix Do 
2.3.1 Transverse Butt Welds 
The .profile of the transverse butt weld specimens is shown in 
Fig. lb. Before welding, the blanks were sawed in half and the edges to be 
welded were beveled to form a double-V butt joint with ~ included angle 
of 60 degrees 0 The blanks were fastened to the welding jig and a 4 ino 
length of full penetration weld was placed. Then the specimen was 
machined to give a 2-1/2 in. wide test section. Typical macrographs for 
. specimens prepared by this procedure can be found in Ref. (I). 
2.3.2 Longitudinal Butt Welds 
The details of the longitudinal butt weld specimens are shown in 
Fig. lc. The 9 in. by 48 in. blanks were split longitudinally and 
the edges to be welded were beveled in the same way as st.ated above for 
transverse butt welds 0 The specimen was welded using procedure P80-11018-0 0 . 
In proc.edure P80-ll0l8-o J the electrode change points J starting 
and stopping points for each weld pass J were fixed in the central 10 ino 
of the longitudinal butt. weldo Outside this regionJ electr'ode change 
points were ~ermitted to fall at random; the only requirement was that there 
be two or three electrode changes at each end of the specimens as shown in 
Fig. D-7o 
20303 Full Penetration Attachments and Tees 
The details of the attachment and tee specimens are shown in 
Figso ld, le J and lfo The only difference in fabrication procedure between 
the specimens fabricated in the present study and those fabricated under 
the previous 'one was the welding posi tiono All of the latest. specimens 
were welded in the horizontal position whereas the specimens previously 
tested(l) were welded. in the flat positiono Typical macrographs for the 
joints can be foUId in Refo (1)0 
20304 Special. Tests 
In addi ti,on to th.e tests referred to above J a series of 
preliminary tests were performed to investigate the effect of certain variables 
on the fatigue behavior of welded jointso 
In order to determine the effect of under matchi.ng the electrOde 
\.;1 th the parent material in the case of plain plate spec.imens having a 
full penetration attachment on one side. three specimens as shown in 
J 3 
Figo Ie, were fabricated using a MIL 9018 -electrode 0 Welding procedure 
p80-9018-A was used in fabrica.ting these specimens 0 
Another short series of tests was performed in which the interpass 
temperature for the full penetration transverse butt joints ws,s made the 
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variable 0 Interpass temperatures of room temperature, 300 dego FO J and 
400 dego F were employed 0 
Two specimens were tested to evaluate in a preliminary manner 
the effect of lack of penetration in 1-1/2 ino BY-SO steelo Welding 
procedure PSO-II018-D was used with two changes; there was no root opening 
and the two edges which were butted had one-eighth inch lands in order 
to assure a lack of penetration 0 
A series of six specimens was fabricated to investigate the 
effect of combined longitudinal and transverse butt weldso Three specimens 
were prepared in which the transverse butt weld was deposited firsto The 
blank then was split lengthwise and a longitudinal butt weld depositedo 
The second three specimens were prepared in the reverse order; the 
longitudinal weld was made first and then the transverse weIde Procedure 
PSO-lI01S-D was used for the transverse butt weld whil.e PSO-lI01S-0 was 
used for the long::l..tudinal butt weldo The details of these specimens are 
shown in Figs 0 19 and lb. 0 
Finally} one specimen was fabricated with fillet welded longitudinal. 
attachments on t.wo sides as shown in Fl..go Ii 0 In this specimen9 the 
fillet weld was feathered at each end of the attachment 0 The welding 
procedure] P80-110lS-NJ is listed in Appendix Do 
2 1. o " Testing Equipment 
The fatigue tests were carried out using the University of 
Illinois i 250.9 000 Ib 0 lever-type fatigue machines such as that shown in 
Fig 0 30 Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of the machine and Fig 0 4 
shows a butt welded specimen ready for testingo The original operating 
speed for the machine was ISO cpm; but, during the early tes.ts, this 
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speed 1-laS reduced. to 100 cpm to decrease the i.nertia effect.s and the 
a:mou...l1t of vibration in the machine whi.le operating in complete reversal 
a.t the high loads required in the testso 
In the fati.gue machine J a 15 ~ 1 force multiplication ratio is 
obtained between the dynamometer and the pul.lheado The load is applied to 
the specimen by first setting a d.ouble th..row., eccen.tric to provide the 
desired load range; then a turnbuckle whi.ch is located. below the 
dynamometer i.s turned so as to set the maximum load which is to be appli.ed to 
the specim.en e The magnitude of th~ load is obtained by measuring the 
deformati.on of the dynamometer as the specimen l.s sub jected to a load cycle 0 
205 Testing Procedure 
Aft.er a specim.en had been :Lnstalled in the machine a.:.'1d the load 
had been set.9 a microswitch was adju.sted to shut t·b.e m.achi.ne off vlhen the 
fract.ure had propagated parti.ally through the te st secticn c As a rule.9 
the machine itiaS shu.t ofT wheE t.he fractu.:re had passed through about one-half 
of the sect:i.on; this was cOEsi.d.ered. to be failure of the spec2.men., Since 
the cY'i teria of failure "\'las 8Tbi.trary a.nd since from laboratory observations 
it appeared. that the Dum:ber of additional cycles needed f:Jr c.omplete fai.lure 
was small when compared W'l t.h the total. life J no attempt was m.ad.e to convert. 
~?cycles to com.plete fai.lure n to '~cycles to the i.ni tiation of failure ti e 
However ~ it should be noted that the scatter indu.ceo. by t.he method of' 
defining failure wou.ld. not be great 0 
In most instances t.he specimens were completely fractureci 
before bei.ng remcved from the machine 0 This was done by disco!lnnecting the 
micros1'li tch at the end. of t:te t.est and l.et.t.ing the fati.gue crack propsgate 
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completely through the test section. This procedure had the advantage over 
pulling the test specimens apart statically in that it was faster and more 
convenient. Furt,hermore, the fractu~e,surfaces resulting :from the use 
of this procedure appeared to have undergone less plastic deformation than 
the surfaces of those specimens which had been pulled apart static.allyo 
206 Inspection of Welds 
All welds were given close visual inspection for cracks during 
the welding operation and any unusual conditions were noted on the 
fabrication data sheets. 
Prior to testing, all transverse and longitudinal butt welded 
joi.nts were subjected to radiographic inspection and were found, with the 
exception of two specimens, to be of excellent quali tyo In each case., the 
welds far exceeded the minimum radiographic requirements of the Bureau of 
Ships specifications for BY-80 welds(2) 0 
207 Metallurgical Studies 
In Refo (l)J two specimens were reported to have had very short 
fatigue lives for which no expla.Ylation was then available. Through 
slibsequent metallographic studies, evidence was found of a small amount 
of slag between two of the weld passes. In addition.9 ferrite which could 
be due to a cooling rate too small to suppress proeutectol.d fer~ite 
form.ation was also found in the same general area. This ferrite indicates. 
the presence of a higher interpass temperature than" in the regular test 
-series. It was to check the effect of this variable that a series of 
transverse butt weld specimens was fabricated using different interpass 
temperatures. The results of this study are given in Se"Ction ).702. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
301 Evaluation of Fatigue Strength 
In order to compare the results of the individual tests of a 
series the fatigue strengths of the specimens, corresponding to failure 
at a given li~e, were computed using Eqo 3.1. 
F :::: S (!!) k 
n N n (3.1) 
where Fn is the stress that would cause failure at n cycles, SN is the test 
stress that caused failure at N cycles, and k is the slope of the S-N curve. 
~his er.~iTicel equation has been developed fram many laboratory 
observations (3) and is based on the assumption that the S-N curve can be 
approximated by a straight line over any finite life range when the results 
are plotted on a log-log basis 0 
Previous investigations have indicated that k is a function of 
material properties, geometry of specimen, and stress cycles 0 In some 
cases, the S-N curves given in this report are based on only three test 
results, and the k value computed may therefore be very approximate. 
Nevertheless, the error associated with the value of the computed fatigue 
strength resulting from an error in k is generally relatively small. In 
order to control the error due to extrapolating the test data, the 
following limitations were set up giving the allowable range of extrapolationf a) 
a There is one exception to this rule and it will be noted at the 
appropriate place in Section 3.4. 
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Fatigue Stren~th Range of n 
F20 ,,000 4,,000 .::s n .::s 100,,000 
F50 ,,000 10,,000 .::s n .::s 300,,000 
F100,,000 20,,000 .::s n .::s 600,,000 
F200 ,,000 40,,000 <n< 1)000,,000 
F500 )000 100,,000 <n< 3,,000,,000 
F 2,,000,,000 300)000 <n 
A summary of the computed ~~tigue strengths" F20 )000" F50 ,,000" 
F100,,000" F200 )000" and F2,,000,,000 is listed in Table 5 "for the 
connections and weldments considered in this report. The results of each 
series of tests have been plotted and an S-N curve drawn through the data 
(these plots are contaitied in Appendix B)~ This average curve was 
obtained by a trial-and-error procedure using Eq. 3.1" and the above 
tabulation. An initial value of k was chosen that was a good visual approxi.., 
mation of the slope of the average curve. Having obtained the average 
fatigue strengths for two of the lives listed in the tabulation above) Eqo 3.1 
was used to compute a new k value. "This value of k was used for a new cycle 
of calculations from which an improved value of k was obtained. This cycle 
was repeated until the assumed value of k equaled the computed value. 
After the k value had been determined" the remaining fatigue strengths were 
computed using this value of k and the life range of the tabulation above. 
3.2 Fatigue Tests of As-Rolled Plain Plate Specimens 
Tests were conducted on plain plate specimens using two stress 
cycles: zero-to~tension and complete reversal. The data is tabulated 
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in Tables A-l and A-2 and plotted in Fig. B-1. These data were used to 
develop the MOdified Goodman diagram for as-rolled plates shown in Fig. 5. 
The S-N curve for complete reversal is based on 5 tests. A 
sixth test, V-55, was not considered in calculating the average curve since 
this specimen had been subjected to excessive bending at the start of testing; 
the bending was accompanied by flaking off of the mill scale on the 
surface of the specimen. This difficulty was remedied in later tests by 
providing lateral restraint at each end of the test section to prevent 
lateral movement of the pull heads. 
The S-N curve for zero-to-tension also was based on five test 
results. A sixth specimen, m..-l, which was ,tested at 0 to +50~0 kSi) was 
not used in determining the average curve since the test section had been 
polished for instrumentation purposes. This test was stopped after the 
specimen had been subjected to 3)321)200 cycles of loading without failure. 
Thus) it is evident that the presence of mill scale or other surface 
L~·~L·c:~u_l2..:ci ties is an important factor with regard to the initiation of 
i'u.Jla:ce in this control type of specimen. In all cases) failure in the 
plain plate specimens initiated in the transition curve of the specimen at 
one of the corners. 
From the results of tests run on a zero-to-tension cycle) it can 
be seen that the fatigue life of the as-rolled material is about 35)000 
cycles when subjected to a maximum ·stress equal to the nominal yield 
strength of the material. At this same life) the fatigue strength in complete 
reversal is about + 60.0 ksi. We can see from the Modified Goodman diagram 
(Fig. 5) that an alternating stress in excess of ± 50.0 ksi is necessary to 
cause failure in less than 100,000 cycles when the specimen is subjected to 
complete reversal. 
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303 Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welded Joints. 
Fatigue tests were conducted on transverse butt welded joints 
using three geometrical conditions and two stress cycleso The geometrical 
condi tions were as-welded" reinforcement removed on one side, and rein:-
forcement removed on two sides; the stress cycles were zero-to-tension and 
complete reversal 0 These tests are tabulated in T~bles A-3 through A-5 
and plotted in ~igso B-2 and B-3o, The ~esults have been used. to develop 
the MOdified Goodman diagrams shown in Figso 6 and 70 
A_ ~econd group of transverse butt welded joints} in the as-welded 
condition, was tested to st~dy the effect ,of mean str~ss on the fatigue 
, . 
behavior of this type of-joint" The results of these tests are tabulated in 
Tables A-6 and A-7 and ,are plotted in Figo 190 
30301 Zero-to-i]ension 
The results of thezero~to-tension tests on specimens in the as-
welded condition have already been discussed(l) 0 For this reason, only the 
S-N curve has been reproduced in Fig 0 17 to provide a compari son of the 
behavior of the as-welded joints with the other two geometrical conditionso 
Of the nine specimens having reinforcement removed on one Side, 
. . , . 
only two had failures which initiated at the edge of the weld rein ... , 
forcemento Specimen v-16 failed at the edge of the weld reinforcement 
and had a life appreciablY,les.s th~ the average for the O=to-3500 ksi 
stress cycl~o Three specimens;lG-9, G-8) and G=5, were tested at O-to=40oo 
ksio In the first two specimens, failure initiated near the edge of the 
weld reinforcement, seemingly due to external geometry; but, when the 
failure sll!faces were inspected at the conclusion of the tests, slag 
appeared to be present at the point, of fracture initiation under weld pass 
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No. 22. The failure of specimen G-5; which had the longest life of the 
three; initiated in the weld along a line which is believed to be the weld 
metal base metal interfacev The S-N curve for these specimens has a flatter 
slope than the corresponding S-N curve for specimens in the as-welded condition. 
Of the nine specimens tested with reinforcement removed on two 
sides; two had failures which initiated at the weld metal base metal 
interface (Fig. C-2b). In the remaining specimens; failure initiated at a 
defect in the weld. It is interesting to note that the specimens which 
had the longest lives for the 0-to-50.0 ksi and 0-to-70.0 ksi stress cycles 
were the two specimens in which failure initiated at the interface. The 
S-N curve for these tests had a flat slope and was located above the 
corresponding curve for specimens in the as-welded condition for n greater 
than 20;000 cycles. 
The slopes of the S-N curves for specimens with the reinforcement 
removed on one side or on two sides are almost equal to the slope of the S-N 
curve for plain plate specimens tested on a zero-to-tension stress cycle. 
It can be seen in Fig. 17 that at short lives; n = 20;000 cycles; the curves 
for the three conditions are close together. However; at lon~ lives; the 
effect of removing reinforcement on one side or on two sides becomes 
significant. In Fig. 18; we see that the reduction in fatigue strength of 
the base plate is about 20 percent for a weld with the reinforcement 
removed on one side and 7 percent for a weld with the reinforcement removed 
on two sides over the range 20;000 S n ~ 1;000;000 cycles. The decrease in 
the reduction in fatigue strength with an increase in life for specimens 
having reinforcement removed on two sides is due to the fact that the 
experimentally determined value of k is slightly less than the value of k 
for plain plates tested on a zero-to-tension stress cycle. This. low 
value for k is due to the rather short lives obtained from some of the 
specimens tested on a 0-to~700q ksi.stress cycle 0 
30302 Complete Reversal 
The tests in complete reversal. of specimen~. in the as-welded 
condition. have been discussed preViOUSly(l) and only the S-N curve has been 
reproduced in Fig 016. to provide a comparison for the specimens having,. 
reinforcement removed on two sides 0 
There was a large amount of s9atter in the test results of 
specimens having reinforcement rem?ved on two s.ides and tested at + 4000 
ksi (see Table A-4) j the· results appeared to fall into two. groups (Figo B-3) 0 
. . 
One group had internal defects which were clearly visible on the fracture 
surface but not in the radiographs; the lives of these specimens we:.re sho+,to 
The group which had long lives also failed due to internal defects but 
these defects were almost. impossible to locate o· The S-N curve, for the 
specimens was based on all of the test¢iata.; no consideration was given 
to the effect of the defects} their size or location 0 The curve has 
almost the same slope as the c:!orresponding S-N curve for plain plates ~ 
One specimen tested at .:t 2500 ksi did not fail after be;ing subjected to 
2) 725" 900 cycles of loading; the test was. discontinuedo 
In Figo 16 for n'< 25,000 cycles, the S~N curve for ·transverse 
butt welds having the reinforcement removed, on two sides lies .below the 
S-N curve for specimens in.th:e a!3~welded conditiono In Figo 18 over the 
range 20)000 ~ n ~ 2,000,,000 cycles) the reduction in fatigue strength is 
approximately 20 percento 
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3.3.3 Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welded Joints with 
Tensile or COmpressive Mean Stresses. 
Two series of tests were conducted using mean stress as the 
variable} one with a constant alternating stress of ~ 30.0 ksi and the other 
with a constant alternating stress of ~ 40.0 ksi. The specimens were 
transverse butt welded joints in the as-welded condition. The test results 
and the resulting curves showing mean stress vSo cycles to failure are 
shown in Fig. 19. 
In the construction of the curves showing the effect of positive 
mean stresses) use was made of the S-N curves and scatter bands reported in 
Ref. (1) for stress cycles of zero-to-tension and complete reversal. It was 
considered necessary to use the scatter bands since the variability in life 
was large for negative mean stresses. From the S-N curves for zero-to-tension 
and complete reversal) the values of the scatter band and average curves which 
corresponded to alternating stresses of ± 30.0 ksi and ~ 40.0 ksi were 
obtained. Curves were drawn through the points indicating the limits of 
scatter and were then extended through the exteme values of the test results 
for specimens tested with negative mean stresses. These scatter bands are 
shown in Fig. 19. Having defined the scatter bands} curves were drawn 
through the average values taken from Ref. (1) and extended through the 
negative mean stress region by making the curves bisect the scatter bands 
at each value of the mean stress. These curves are shown as heavy lines in 
Fig. 19; the solid line is the curve for ~ 30.0 ksi and the dashed line is 
the curve for + 40.0 ksi. These curves were then used to estimate the shape} 
at negative mean stresses} of the constant life contours shown in the MOdified 
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Goodman diagram (Fig. 6) for transverse butt welds in HY-80 steel. Although 
it is only speculation, it is believed that further testing would show that 
in butt welded joints subjected to stress cycles having a negative mean 
stress the life is sensitive to the magnitude of the maximum tensile stress 
in the loading cycle and not so much to the. total stress range. 
For the' two alternating stresses conSidered, the average curves' . 
discussed above are almost parallel to the mean stress axis for positive 
mean stress, life increasing only slightly with a decrease in mean stress. 
As the mean stress decreases and becomes negative, the slopes of the curves 
decrease rapidly. One might postulate that at anegativ~ mean stress. 
approaching the value of the aJ.ternating stress the life of a test specimen 
would be very long, providing failure is not preCipitated by buckling. This 
neglects the possible effects of tensile residual stresses which could be 
present. 
Specimen W-29 ~ailed in the weld because of a serious weld flaw 
and therefore was not considered with the other test resul.ts. The fracture 
surface indicates that the specimen had a large internal defect (Fig. C-3) 
which did not show up on the radiograph of this specimen 0 The defect in. th;is 
case was not a void; one side of the fracture surface showed a concave 
surface at the defect while the other surface showed a matching convex s.urface 
at this point, suggesting that ·there may have been a small internal crack in 
the weld. 
304 Fatigue Tests of Longitudinal Butt Welded Joints 
A series of fatigue tests was also conducted on longitudinal 
butt welded jointso The test results are tabulated in Tables A-8, A-9, 
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and A-10 and plotted in Fig. B-4. Three stress cycles were used, zero-
to-tension, complete reversal, and half tension-to-tension. These results 
were used to construct the Modified Goodman diagram shown in Fig. 8. 
There was again a significant difference in the lives of specimens 
reported herein for a stress cycle of + 30.0 ksi and those reported in Ref. (1). 
It was noted also that there was a difference in the effective defect 
diameter (b) in the specimens from the two sets of test results. Test specimen 
BL-17, a longitudinal butt weld specimen reported in Ref. -(1), had an 
effective internal defect diameter d = 0.04 in. Test specimen G-43 which 
e 
is reported herein had an internal defect diameter d = 0.018 in. However, 
e 
specimen G-40 with an internal defect diameter of d = 0.03 in. had a long test 
e 
life when tested at + 40.0 ksi. Thus, it would appear that defect size is only 
one of the factors that influence the fatigue life of a longitudinal butt 
welded joint. Because of the scatter in the test results, the method for 
computing the S-N curve given in Section 3.1 was not used. Instead, all the 
test results were used without reference to the limits on n given in Section 
3.1. A value of k = 0.12 was obtained; ·i t is less than the value of k for the 
plain plate speci~ens tested in complete reversal. 
Seven specimens have been tested on a cycle of zero-to-tension; 
three of these tests were originally reported in Ref. (1). The range in 
test life at a given stress level was also large in this series of tests. 
Specimen G-48 which appeared to have a small amount of slag in the root 
b Effective defect diameter de =~~d2' where ~ = width of defect measured 
in direction of shortest width and d2 = width of defect measured in a 
direction making an angle of 90 degrees with the direction of ~o 
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pass had a life of 63 y 700 cycles while specimen G~42 which was t.ested at 
the same stress level" O-to=60 o o ksij/ and had poro:::',ity w;ith an effectiYe 
defect diameter d = 00049 ino had a life of only 21,,000 cycles 0 Another 
e " c. 
specimen G-41J tested ~t 0=to~4000 ksi:; had a long life and f~ilure initiated 
at the edge of the weld reinforcemento The S-N curve for these specimens, also 
provided a slope of ~pproximately k = 00120 
Three specimens were tested on a s.tress cycle of half tension=to-
tension and there was little difference in lives for the three testso For 
this reason" a slope a;f k = 0012 ,was again asswnedfor the S~N curve 0 
Three general failure modes ;;{~re obtained and these are show-n in 
The most common was failure initiation in the weld at an internal 
' .. 
d~fect; in this case the fracture spread radially from the internal defecto 
The second mode was failure ini t.iati.on at an electrode change point and the 
third mode was failure initia~ion'at the edge of the weld reinforcemento 
Since the values of k for the S-N curves for longitudinal butt 
welded joints are less than the corresponding values of k for plain plate 
specimens:; the percentage reduction in fati~ue strength was found to decrease 
rather than increase with an increase in test life (Figs 0 20 and 21)0 At 
20,,000 cycles y the Iilaximum reduetion in fatigue strength was about 40 percent 
for complete reversal and about 30 pe~cent for zero=to-tensiono 
305 Fatigue Tests of Plates with Ful.l Penetration Transverse Attachments 
A series of· tests wa·s' eonducted to'determi,ne the effect that 
attachments placed on one side or on two sides would have on the fatigue, 
behavior of a plain plate specimen 0 The results of 'these t'est's are 
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tabulated in Tables A-ll, A-12, A-13 and A-14 have been used to construct 
the Modified Goodman diagrams shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 
3.5.1 Attacbments on Two Sides 
Five specimens were tested on a stress cycle of zero-to-tension 
and three on a stress cycle of half tension-to-tension. These results were 
used to construct S-N curves for these two stress cycles (Fig. B-6)o The 
third curve on this figure"is a reproduction of the S-N curve reported in 
Ref. (1) for specimens tested on a stress cycle of complete reversal. Basing 
an S-N curve on three tests may cause doubt as to the accuracy of the derived 
curve. Nevertheless J the slope of the S-N curve for half tension-to-
tension is in reasonably good agreement with the slopes for the other two 
curves. 
When we consider the reduction in fatigue strength for plates with 
attachments on two sides at n = 20,000 cycles, we see that there is a 
reduction of 42 percent for complete reversal and a reduction of 24 percent 
for zero-to-tension. At n = 200,000 cycles, the curves for the two stress 
cycles intersect at a reduction in fatigue strength of 65 percent. The 
reduction in fatigue strength for this type of member is greater than that 
reported in the previous sections for butt welds (see Figs. 20 and a). 
3.5.2 Attacbments on One Side 
Five specimens were tested on a stress cycle of zero-to-tension 
and three on a stress cycle of half tension-to-tension. In this case, the 
slope of the S-N curve for half tension-to-tension is less than the slope 
of the S-N curve for zero-to-tensiono The results of these tests are 
shown in Fig. B-8 together with the S-N curve for specimens tested on a 
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stres~ cyc1.~ of complete reversal 0 The latter curve was originally 
presented in Refo (1)0 
When we consider, at n = 20.,0.0.0. cycles) the reduction in fatigue 
strength for plates with attachm,E;nts on one sid~, we ,find that th.ere is a 
reduction of about 30. percent for comp:l,ete reversal~d a red~c.tion of about 
24 percent for zero-~o-tensiono At n = 20.0.,0.0.0. cYGles, both ~tress cycles 
.. '\' . -." ' 
have a reduc~ion. in fatigue, strength of about 65 percent 0 . 
305~3 Discussion of Results 
In all the tests., failure.ini tiated,. at the toe of the weld 
reinforcement wh~re the transverse .attacbment was. welded to the plate 0 
Since -::.~~ this type. of jO,iD:t tpe discontinuity is relatively uniform from 
specimen to specimen) the scatter was not as large as that obtained for the 
butt welded jOints 0 It is interesting to note that at n = 20.0. "o.o.Q cycles.? 
the reduc.t.io:~ i,n fatigue strength was 65 percent for the two t~es of attl?-ch= 
ments rep.o.rtedabove, irrespective,of the stress cycl;eo In Figo 2lJ it.can 
be seen tba t the reduction in fatigue strength fo.r, specimens with at.tachm.ents 
on one side and on two sides are almost identical for the zero=to-tension cycle o 
306 Fatigue Tests of Full Penetration Transverse Tee Joints 
Full penetration transverse tee joints were tested using three 
stress cycles; complete reversal) zero~tb-tensionJ and half tension-to ~ 
tensiono The results of these tests are tabulated in Tables A~'15J A-16, and 
A-17 and plotted in Figo B-lo.; they have been used to construct the 'Modi'fied 
Goodman diagram shown in Fig 0 110 
There was a large amount of scatter in the results of the tests 
in complete revers al 0 Two specimens G-30. and G-34 had short lives 'and 
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appeared to have had large internal defects from which the failure cracks 
started to propagate early in the tests. Four specimens were tested at 
each of the two remaining stress cycles; for these specimens, the scatter 
in life was small. 
In tee joints, the weld provides not only a geometrical dis-
continuity but must also serve to transmit the load through the joint. None 
of the specimens of this test series failed at internal defects while eight 
others had failures which initiated at the toe of the weld reinforcement. 
At n = 20,000 cycles, the reduction in fatigue strength was 50 
percent for complete reversal and 23 percent for zero-to-tension (see 
Figs. 20 and 21). At n = 200,000 cycles, the reduction in fatigue 
strength was 54 percent for complete reversal and 37 percent for zero-to-
tension. 
3.7 Special Tests 
The spec ial tes ts which are reported in this series are listed 
in Table 2. The tests were conducted to obtain an indication of the 
effects of selected variables. 
3.7.1 Electrode Tests 
Three specimens were tested to determine whether an electrode 
that under matches the strength of the parent metal would reduce the 
fatigue strength of plain plates with a full penetration attachment on 
one side. The results of these tests are tabulated in Table A-18. The 
electrode used for these tests was of the MIL 9018 class. The test lives 
of these three specimens, tested at i 30.0 ksi, were less than the 
average life of specimens fabricated with MIL 11018 electrode. The 
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average ~:ife for specimens fabricated with ~ .9018 was 36)200 cycles wh:i.le 
that for s;pe,cimens .. fab:r:icated with MIL llO-?-8 was ~ ,000 cycles 0 AI though 
there is ,~ ~if~~erence in life) the difference is npt lcarge and is less than 
the scatter in some of the previously mentioned test series. 
If we compare the fatigue str~ngths or the two series at n = 36)000 
cycles) we find that the specimens fabricated with MIL 11018 electrodes had 
a fatigue strength ,of ± 3500 ksi while t~e group fabricated with MIL 9018, 
electrodes had a fatigue strength of,± 3000 ksi. This amounts to ~ reduction 
in fat~gue strength of about 17 p~rcent. Since there are only a limited 
number of_ test~J it is not known whether or not ,this' reduction:wouldbe 
constant throughout the r~ge in lives a~d for the other $tress cycles 
considered,:!-n this,study. 
The difference in the mode of cracking for the two groups of 
specimens is worth noting. In both cases) the cracks started at the toe 
! ' 
of the weld reinforcement; but the manner in which the cracks prop'agated was 
different. In the specimens fabric ated with MIL 11018 electrodes) the cracks 
, ' , 
propagated into the plate material traveling normal to the direction of 
loading 0 But., i.n the specimens fabricated with MIL 9018 electrodes) the 
cracks initially traveled parallel to the direction of loa,<iing and then 
gradually changed direction so that it finaliy propagated normal to the 
direction of loading (Fig. C-7)o 
3.7.2 Variation of Interpass Temperat~e : 
A number of specimens were fabricated using interpass temperatures 
of room temperature" 300 deg 0 F 0) and -400deg. F 0 These specimens were' ,,: 
tested in the as-welded condi t±on) using a stress cycle of ± 3000 ksi. 
The test results are' plotted in:Fig .. B-'13.' Although there 'is a large 
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amount of scatter, the lives of the jOints appear to increase with an 
increase in interpass temperature. Metallographic studies indicate an 
increase in hardness with an increase in interpass temperature; this 
increase in hardness may be due to tempering effects or to better mixing 
of the weld metal. If the increase is due to tempering effects, a 
maximum in hardness should occur as the tempering temperature is increased p 
3.7.3 Combined Welds 
Six specimens having combined longitudinal and transverse butt 
welds were fabricated to determine whether the order of welding has any 
effect on the fatigue behavior of this type of joint. The specimens were 
tested in complete reversal and may be compared also with specimens h~ving 
either transverse or longitudinal butt welds. 
All the failures occurred in the weld which was placed last. Of 
the six specimens tested, five failed due to weld defects; in the sixth 
specimen failure was initiated at the edge of the reinforcement of the weld 
which was placed last. Specimen HL-25 was first tested from + 23.3 ksi to 
- 25.5 ksi for 13,800 cycles. Then the specimen was tested at + 41.4 ksi 
until failure at 16,000 cycles. The first 13,800 cycles were estimated to be 
equal to 5.5 percent of the expected life of the specimen at + 23.3 ksi to 
- 25'.5 ksi. Form this, the life to failure at + 41.4 ksi was estimated to be 
16,900 cycles. 
The slopes of the S.N curves shown in Fig. B-14 are about the 
same as that for plain plate specimens tested in complete reversal. In 
the life range 20,000 ~ n ~ 200,000 cycles, the specimens which were 
fabricated with the transverse butt weld placed last had a reduction in 
fatigue strength of about 50 percent. In the same life range, specimens 
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which were fabricated.with the longitudinal butt weld placed last had a 
. , . 
reduction in fatigue strength of about 40 percent. 
Joint. 
Transyerse Butt Weld 
Longitudinal Butt Weld 
Longitudinal Butt Weld Placed Last 
Transverse Butt Weld Placed Last 
39''!~ ksi 
39~2 ksi 
34",0 ·ksi. 
F 200 ? 000 
19,.,:3 ksi 
8906 .ksi " 
. 2101 ksi 
2100 ksi 
From, the table above it may be seer).:that·the behavior of the 
members with combined welds under full reversal is very s~ilar to that 
for longitudinal butt welded ppecime:ns for. short lives.. .For short 1i ves ,? 
the fatigue strength of· transverse butt .. weld specimens: is' much higher 
than for specimens containing longitudinal butt welds, 0 At n = 200 -,000 
cycles) the. combined weld· specimens with'thelongitudinal'weld'placed 
last had 'a fatigue strength about, equal to .. :that of. a, specimen having only 
a longi tudi.nal butt weld~ At this s'ame life., the combined weld specimens 
with the transverse. butt. weld placed last had. a fatigue. strength about 
equal ,to that for specimens having only a transverse butt ·weldo '. 'For 
n > 200-,000; the S=N curves for~combined welds.lie between the S-N curves 
for specimens having either longitudinal or transverse butt welds . 
30'704 Lack 0 fPenetrat:i.on 
In order to explore in a preliminary manner the effect of lack 
of penetration on the fatigue be.havio~ of tr?-nsve;rse· butt·w~l9:ed j'Oints 
in the as~welded condi tion-, two specimens ,were; fabricated having a 
• • .. __ . ". : • • ,J .... 
nominal lack of penetration of 8 percent~ c {. 0 • ~B:-diographs showed that 
c Percent of cross sectional area that was not welded 0 
:): 
". 
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the lack of penetration was present, but the indication was somewhat blurred 
since the shrinkage of the weld had forced the landed surfaces into very 
close contact 0 In the specimen tested at ± 30.0 ksi, there was no 
observablemovarEnt of the gap; but in the specimen tested at 0-to-60oo ksi, 
the gap opened and closed as the specimen was subjected to the load cycle. 
The specimen tested at ± 30.0 ksi had a life equal to that for full penetration 
transverse butt welds tested using the same stress cycle. In the case of the 
specimen tested at 0-to-60.0 ksi, the life was 26,700 cycles as compared to 
an average of 42,000 cycles for specimens having full penetration welds. The 
table below is for n = 26,700 cycles and a stress cycle of zero-to-tension. 
Material 
BY-Bo 
A-7 
A-7 
Source 
Present 
Study 
( 5) 
(5) 
Plate 
Thickness 
1'-1/2" 
7/8" 
7/8" 
% Lack of Penetration % Reduction 
in F.S. (d) 
8% 14.3% 
43% 51.7% 
57% 59.3% 
The results given in the table seem to indicate that as the 
amount of lack of penetration increases initially from zero there. is a 
large decrease in fatigue strength. Since the materials are different 
and only one specimen was fabricated of BY-80 steel, no conclusions can be 
reached other than to observe that the lack of penetration can decrease 
the fatigue strength markedly. 
d This reduction is based on the life of a full penetration butt welded 
joint. Stresses are based on gross area. 
30705 Longitudinal Fillet Welded Attachments 
One specimen having longitudinal fillet welded attachments on 
two sides was tested using a nominal stress of 1 20 ksi in the test 
sectiono This stress was computed on the assumption that no part of the 
load was carried by the attachments 0 At the ends of the attachments, 
where all the cracks initiated, the nominal stress on the net section 
was + 905 ksio Failure occurred_~fter 696,400 cycleso The test results 
can only be considered qualitatively since the fillet weld returns 
at the ends of the attachments were situated in the transition region 
of the specimen 0 This region had stress raisers due both to the' attach-
ments and to the transition curve (Fig 0 Ii) 0 The first crack appeared at 
point 2 (Fig" 22) in the fillet weld return after 170)000 cycleso After 
242,:> 000 cycles J cracks also appeared at 'points 1 and 30 After 450 J 000 
cycles; the crack which had started at point 2 had propagated a distance 
of 1/2 in 0 along the plain plate surface on each si.de of the attac.hment 0 
After 660;000 cycles, this crack propagated rapidly causing failure of 
the specimen a References (6) and c-n indicate that for specimens of thi,s 
type failure almost always occurs at the end of the longi,tudinal. attachment 0 
3 08 Comparison of Results 
In this section j the fatigue behavior of welded jOints discussed 
in Sections 303 through 306 are comparedo The results of fatigue tests of 
plain plate specimens with an attachment on one side or with a transverse 
butt weld are also compared with test results reported in Refs 0 (8) and (9)0 
"l 
30801 Comparison'of the Behavior of Welded Joints 
The constant life contours at n = 20,000 cycles for each type 
of joint tested are plotted on a Modified Goodman diagram in Fig 0 120 
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For a stress cycle of half tension-to-tension the curves for all types of 
joints fall Within a range of maximum stress of approximately 85 ksi to 
100 ksi. For a zero-to-tension stress cyc~e, the curves for tee jOints, 
plates with attachments on one side or on two sides, and longitudinal 
butt welds are still grouped together but somewhat below the curves for 
plain plate and transverse butt weld specimens. As the mean stress approaches 
zero, the constant life contours spread out a great deal more. The 
highest curve is that for the plain plate specimens and the lowest curve 
is that for the tee joints; the alternating stress ranges from a maximum 
value of ± 66 ksi to ± 33 ksi, a reduction of 50 percent. The remaining 
curves lie between these two values. Thus, it is apparent that, for short 
lives, weld geometry becomes more important at the lower levels of mean stress. 
The constant life contours at n = 200,000 cycles for each type 
of joint tested are plotted on a MOdified Goodman diagram in Fig. 15. At 
this life, the effect of geometry, both external and internal, appears to 
be more important than at the shorter lives, especially in the case of 
complete reversal where the alternating stress for plain plate specimens 
is + 44 ksi while that for plates having attachments on one side or on 
two sides is ± 15 kSi, a reduction of about 66 percent. For n = 200,000 
cycles, we see also that the curves for transverse butt welds and tee 
jOints are very similar. 
In complete reversal (Fig. 20), the curves showing the reduction 
in fatigue strength of longitudinal butt welds and tee joints are almost 
constant over the life range 20,000 ~ n ~ 200,000 cycles while the 
reduction in fatigue strength increases with life for transverse butt 
welds and plates with transverse attachments. For zero-to-tension loadings 
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(Figo 2l)J this same situation is evident) except that the reduction in 
fatigue strength of the tee jOints increases at a faster rate than in 
complete reversal 0 In the case of longitudinal butt welds and tee joint 
specimens) all failures at low fatigue lives were weld failureso 
30802 Comparison with Other Tests 
Reference (8) gives the results of fatigue tests of two series 
of specimens J FB and LB} having full penetration attacbments on one side 
which are referred to as "double fillet tees" 0 The specimens were 
fabricated from HY=80 steel and were tested in flexureo The specimens 
were fabricated so that a trapezoidal stress distribution was produced 
through the thickness of the test section during loading; the loading 
cycle was such that the plate material at the toe of the weld was subjected 
to complete reversal 0 The results of these tests are plotted in Fig 0 23., 
cycles to failure being taken as the number of cycles causing complete 
failure or tripping of a microswitcho The results reported in Refo (1) 
for the same general type of joint subjected to an axial loading have 
also been plotted in this. same figure and are found to be in good agreement 
wIth those given in Refo (8)0 An interesting point is that for n > 100,,000 
cycles the resul,ts of the LB series indicate that the S=Ncurve tends to 
become flatter as the life increaseso 
Reference (9) gives the results of I1double fillet tees" and 
butt weld specimens tested as simply supported plates subjected to a 
pulsating uniform pressure on their surface 0 The flexural stress at the 
surface of the specimens at the critical section varied from zero to 
tensiono The results of the lldouble fillet tees" reported in Refo (9) 
are plotted in Fig 0 24 along with the data for the present studies 0 It 
should be remembered that the results reported in this report are for 
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axially loaded members. Nevertheless, these results are also in good 
agreement with one another. For the tests reported in Ref. (9)) cycles 
to failure was defined as the number of cycles necessary to produce an 
increase in deflection equal to 100 percent of the initial deflection. 
A s.eries of butt welds was.· fabricated from 1-11/16 in. material. 
Three of these were tested in the as-welded condition and five were 
tested with a reduced thickness of 1 in. This reduction in thickness was 
accomplished by removing material from the side 01' the plate that was in 
compression during the loading cycle. These results are given in Fig. 25 
and again are in good agreement with previously reported results(l) for 
axially loaded butt welds in the as-welded condition. 
The excellent correlation referred to above is most likely due 
to the fact that all failures initiated as a result of severe weld 
geometry. Figures 23, 24, and 25 are plotted using the nominal maximum 
stress at the surface at the critical section. 
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IV. SUMMARY 
4.1 Summary of Results 
The results of the tests are discussed in detail in Sections 
3.2 through 3.6. Table 5 gives a summary of the results of these testso 
Figure 5 contains a Modified Goodman diagram for as-rolled BY-80 plate. 
Figures 6 through 11 contain Modified Goodman diagrams for the various 
types of weldments and welded joints tested in this test program. The special 
tests have been listed in Table 2 and are discussed in Section 3.7. 
The results of fatigue tests of plain plate specimens in complete 
reversal indicate that at n = 20,000 cycles the fatigue strength is about 
67 percent of the static tensile strength of the material while at 
n = 200,000 cycles it is about 50 percent of the static strength. 
The results of fatigue tests of transverse butt welded joints 
in the as-welded condition indicate that the importance of the mean stress, 
alternating stress, or maximum stress will vary, depending upon the test 
conditions. Where the positive mean stress is the variable y the stress 
range is generally the controlling factor in determining the fatigue life 
of the specimen. For negative mean stresses, the magnitude of the tensile 
component of the stress range has a great influence on the fatigue life of 
the test specimens. 
For transverse butt welded joints tested in complete reversal, 
the removal of the reinforcement on two sides does not appear to increase the 
fatigue strength of the joint over that for a joint in the as-welded condition 
v7hen the test life is short, n = 20,000 cycles. But, at longer lives J the 
improvement in fatigue strength due to removal of the reinforcement is ~uite 
evident (Fig. 16). For specimens tested in zero-to-tension (Fig. 17), there 
is little difference at 1'1. = 20,.000 cycles in the fatigue strengths of the 
=33= 
specimens tested in either of the geometrical conditions consideredo 
However J the infl.uence of improved geometry becomes qu.i te evident, at the 
longer fatigue Ii.ves 0 Thus J wi t,h the removal of' the weld rei.nforcement.9 
la1"ge improvements in the fatigue strength of welded joints can be expected 
at long lives if' there are no serious internal flaws since removal of' the weld 
reinforcement may make an internal flaw the nucleati.on point for fatigue fai.lure 0 
The results of' fatigue tests on longitudinal. butt welded jci..nts 
indicate that J at longer li.ves,? the geometrical effect~of' the weld reinforce-
ment is less than i..n the case of' transverse welds in the as-welded condit,iono 
Si.nce there was a large amount of scatter in the lives of the specimens 
tested in complete reversal..q there may be some questiol1,as to the accuracy 
with which this S-N curve represents the behavior of longi.tudinal butt welded 
joint.s 0 Nevert,heless J the test. results indicate the destructi.ve effects t.hat 
internal. defects may have on the :fatigue life of wel.ded, joints 0 In the ra.'1ge 
20 3 000 ~ n S 200,9000 cycles.9 the reduction in f'ati.gue strength for specim.ens 
tested in com.plet.e reversal was about 40 percent and. for specimens tested in 
zer 0 ·~to-tension it was about 30 percent 0 
IE the case of' plain plate speci.m.ens with. :full penetrati.on 
transverse ·attachments on one side or on two sides _9 a1.l failures ini.tiated at 
the toe of the weld. and. the scatter in cycles to fal.lure was smal.l in each 
series of tests 0 The slopes of the S=N curves for t.hese t;.y:pes of joints 
were about the same as those for transverse butt weld.ed joints in the 
as-welded c ondi.ti on 0 At 11. = 20051000 cycles~9 we can see in Figo 20 and 21 
that the reduction in fat,igue s-i:.rength is about 65 percent for specimens 
tested in zero-to-tension or complete reversal and having transverse 
atta,cl1ments on one side or on. two s::Ldes 0 
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In a tee joint the weld not only provides a sharp discontinuity 
but also must transmit the load through the joint. This makes weld quality 
an important factor in determining the fatigue strength of the joint. The 
reduction in fatigue strength of this joint over the range, 20,000 ~ n ~ 
200,000 cycles, was 50 to 55 percent for complete reversal and 35 to 40 
percent for zero-to-tension. In making this type of weld, care must be taken 
in order to obtain the necessary weld quality. 
4.2 Closing Remarks 
A great deal of information has been obtained for the various types 
of joints considered" but many of the S-N curves are based on a very limited 
number of tests. The Modified Goodman diagrams (Fig. 5 through 11) are based 
on the average values of fatigue strength tabulated in Table 5. Although 
the constant life contours in these figures appear to be uniformly distributed; 
it must be remembered that there is scatter in the fatigue strength for each 
fatigue life. The amount of scatter is generally a minimum when there are 
significant geometrical changes. in the member since in this case the fatigue 
life depends primarily on the joint geometry. 
Radiographs were taken of all transverse and longitudinal butt 
welded joints. They indicate that the weld quality of all the specimens exceeded 
by far the requirements of the current Navy specifications for HY-80 st.eel(2) < 
Due to the limited number of tests in anv one serip~, it i~ 
dangerous to extrapolate the results of these tests to predict long lifp 
behavior. However, it is believed that in the range of lives for which test 
data is available herein, the values of fatigue strength reported are reasonable 
and interpolations can be made with confidence. 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF TESTS ON SPECIMENS OF 1 1/2" HY-SO PLATE 
Specimen Type Specimen Heat No. Welding Procedure Numbers (See Appendix D) 
Plain Plate V-55 to v-64 19595-1 Fig. (la) 
Transverse HL-30 , HL-31 20995 PSO-1101S-D 
Butt Welds W-21 toW-23 19165 PSO-ll01S-D 
Fig. (lb) W-27 to W-30 19165 PSO-1101S-D G-l to G-21 698344 P80-1101S-D 
Longitudinal Butt 
Weld G-37 to G-48 698344 P80-11018-O 
Fig .. (Ic) 
Full Penetration 
Attacbment W-3 to W-10 19165 P80-110IS-P 
Figo (Id) 
Full Penetration 
Attacbment W-ll to W-20 19165 PSO-I1018-Q 
Fig .. (le) 
Full Penetration 
Tee Joint G-22 to G-34 698344, PSO-l1018-R 
Fig. (If) 
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TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF SPECIAL TESTS ON 'SPEClMENS OF 1 1!2 ft HY -SO PlATE 
Specimen Principal Welding Specimen Type Heat Noo Procedure 
. Numbers Variable 
_ ... (See Appendix D) 
HL-27 20995·, P80-110l8-s 
Transverse Butt HL-2S· 20995· P80-11018-E 
Weld HL-29 Interpass 20995 P80-110l8-T 
Figo (lb) G-5l Temperature '. 698344 p80-1101S"':S G-52 698344 P80~1l018-E 
G-53 698344 P80-11018-T 
Full Penetration 
Attacbment w-24 to w-26 Electrode 19165 p8o-90lS-A 
Fig 0 (Ie) 
HL-20 to HL-22 P80-11018-O 
Combined Figo (lg) 20995 & 
Transverse and Welding P80-11018-D 
Longitudin~ Butt S~quence P80-ll018-D Welds HL-23 to liL-25 20995 & Figo (lh) P80-11018-o 
Transverse Butt Lack of P80-11018-D Weld G-49J G-50 698344 except no 
Figo (lb) Penetration root opening 
Longi tudinal 
Fillet Welded HL-26 Longitudinal 20995 P80-11018-N Attacbment Attachment 
Fig 0 (li) 
TABLE 3 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BASE METAL 
(Data Supplied by Manufacturer) 
Properties in the Longitudinal Direction 
Heat Nmnber Designation Yield. 
* 
Tensile .. Elonga tion Reduction Charpy V Notch 
Strength Strength in 2 in. of Area ft lbs @-120oF 
(ksi) (ksi) (percent) (percent) 
20995 HL 8703 105.0 25,,0 69.4 138 
19595-1 V 8005 101.1 2900 74.8 103 
69S344 G 88.5 10803 22 .. 6 6902 92 D ~ 
B 
19165 Vi 8206 102 .. 5 26 .. 0 112 
* 002% offset .. 
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TABLE 4 
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BASE METAL 
(From Mill Report) . 
Chemical Content Heat Number and Designation 
(percent) 20995 HL 19595",,1 V b9S344 G 19155 w 
C 0015 0018 0016·: 0015 
Mn 0028 0032 0033 0034 
p 00018 00010 00021 00014 
S 00019 00021 00019 00023 
Si 0025 0020 0026 0025 
Ni 2,,95 3001 2086 3000 
Cr 1040 1047 1061 ·1057 
Mo 0041 0048 0048 0042 
Cu 0016 0-020 
TABLE 5 
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF THE FATIGUE TESTS 
Source * Computed Fatigue Strengths, ksi Specimen Surface 
of Stress k F20, 000 F50,000· FlOO,OOO F200,000 F Type Condition Data Ratio 2,000,000 
*** 0 00149 89.9 78e5 6709 60.9 4306 Plain Plate As-Rolled 
*** -1 00174 5800 50.0 43.9 29.6 
** 0 0 .. 340 7703 560 3 44.6 3500 As-Welded 
** -1 0.465 5605 36 .. 4 26 .. 6 19·3 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~ - - - - --- - -
rrransverse Reinforcement removed 
*** 0 00160 59·9 54 .. 5 4800 35·6 Butt Weld on one side 
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Reinforcement removed 
*** 
0 0.146 71 .. 2 64.3 5802 I 
on two sides *** -1 0.160 4207 39·8 37,,8 2404 g 
*** 
1/2 0012 80~9 74 .. 3 5600 Longitudinal As-Welded *** 0 0012 6007 53,,1 4804 4508 3509 Butt Welds 
*** -1 0012 3903 3501 3202 2906 
Full Penetration *** 1/2 00580 8205 5502 3609 
Attachments on As-Welded *** 0 0.488 6506 4200 2909 2106 
'1\10 Sides ** -1 00405 3803 2607 20 .. 1 1503 
Full Penetration *** 1/2 0·331 7603 6007 4802 
Attachment on As-Welded *** 0 00487 65 .. 9 4202 3000 22 .. 1 
One Side ** -1 0 .. 487 46.7 2908 21,,4 1500 
*** 1/2 O~225 82.9 7102 6009 36~5 
Tee Joints As-Welded *** 0 0 .. 238 66 .. 5 5304 45 e l~ 3807 
*** -1 0 .. 215 33·1 2608 2306 20,,2 
* stress Ratio Minimum Stress -** Data reported j.n Ref 0 (1) Maximum Stress 
-x-*~- See Appendix A for detailed resul ts «(fables A-I to A-21 incluBi ve) .. 
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(a) Plain Plate 
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(b) Transverse Butt Weld 
Welds mochined flush for 
16 inches ot ends of 
specimen. 
fll" 
2. 
See figs. 0-5.0-6.000 0-7 for weld detoils. 
. " t 
(c) Longitudinal Butt Weld 
FIG. I DETAILS OF TEST SPECIMENS. 
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5" 
f ,II 1-2 
figs.0-8 and 0-9 for weld details. 
(d) Full Penetration Transverse Attachments 
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__ ~ ___ .....o.---___ 2~ 
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(e) Full Penetration Transverse Attachment 
(f) Full Penetration Tee Joint 
FIG. I (Contd.) DETAILS OF TEST SPECIME 58 
Welds machined f lush for 
16 inches at ends of 
specimen. 
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. FIG. 4 TRANSVERSE· BUTT WELD D JOINT 
IN FATIGUE MACHINE 0 
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Results of Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welds in the As-
Welded Condition (Variation in Compressive Mean Stress) 0 0 0 76 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welds in the As-
Welded Condition (Variation in Compressive Mean Stress) 0 0 0 0 0 77 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Longitudinal Butt Welds in the As-
Welded Condition (Complete Reversal) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 78 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Longitudinal Butt Welds in the As~ 
Welded Condition (Zero to Tension) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 79 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Longitudinal Butt Welds in the As-
Welded Condition (Half Tension to Tension) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Plain Plates With Full Penetration 
Transverse Attachments on Two Sides (Zero to Tension) 0 0 0 0 0 0 81 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Plain Plates With Full Penetration 
Transverse Attachments on Two Sides (Half Tension to Tension) 0 0 82 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Plain Plates With a Full Penetration 
Transverse Attachment on One Side (Zero to. Tension) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 83 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Plain Plates With a Full Penetration 
Transverse Attacbment on One Side (Half Tension to Tension) 84 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Full Penetration Transverse Tee 
Joints (Complete Reversal) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 85 
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A-19 
A-20 
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Results of Fatigue Tests of Full Penetration Transverse Tee 
Joints (Zero to Tension). 0 0 0 0 • 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Full Penetration Transverse Tee 
Joints (Half Tension to Tension). 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Plates With a Full Penetration 
Attachment on One Side, Welded With Different Electrodes 
(Complete Reversal) 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welds} Fabricated 
Using Different Interpass Temperatures (Complete Reversal) 0 0 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Specimens With Longitudinal and 
Transverse Butt Welds Placed in Different Orders (Complete 
Reversal) 0 0 0 • " 0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welds in the As-
Welded Condition, Having Lack of Penetration. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
86 
87 
88 
90 
91 
TABLE A~l 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF AS-ROLLED PlAIN PLATE 'SPECIMENS 
(Complete Reversal) 
Computed Fatigue str"ength, * Stress 
** 
ksi Specimen Cycle Life F20,000 F50,000 F100,000 F200,OOO F Number (ksi) (cycles) 2,000,000 
*** V-55 +5000 53,700 
v-60 +5000 114,600 5708 5103 4502 
V-56 +5000 118,600 5801 5105 4507 
V-57 +3500 551,600 4702 4108 2800 
I 
--:) 
j--J 
u 
V-61 +3500 628,900 4207 28,,6 
V-62 +3500 1,245,300 3203 
Average 5800 5000 4309 2906 
* k = 00174 
** All specimens failed at the radius of the test sectiono 
*** Specimen subjected to prior bending damageo 
TABLE A-2 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF AS-ROLLED PlAIN PLATE SPEClMENS 
(Zero to Tension) 
* Stress ** Computed Fatigue Strength, ksi Specimen Cycle Life F20,000 F50,000 F100,000 F200:000 F Ntunber (ksi) (cycles) 2,000,000 
v-63 o to +7000 88,400 8704 7602 6807 6109 
V-58 o to +7000 129,100 9203 8007 7207 65e5 
V-59 o to +5000 1,536,700 4801 
HL-2 ° to +5000 437,600 62 .. 4 5602 39.8 a 
-.J 
1\) 
HL-3 o to +5000 701J900 6002 4208 I 
*** 3,321,200+ HL-I o to +5000 
Average 8909 7805 6709 6009 4306 
* k = 00149 
** All specimens failed' at the radius, except as notedo 
*** No failure., specimen was instrumented and had polished surfaces 0 
TABLE A-3 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS ON TRANSVERSE BUT:J.1 \..JELDS vlITH REn~FORCEMENT REMOVED ON ONE SIDE 
(Zero to Tensi?n) 
Specimen vlelding stress Life Location Computed Fatigue Strength, Procedure Cycle of F50,ooo Number (cycles) ** (See Appendix D) (ksi) Fracture 
G-6 pBO-ll01B-D o to +7007 63,Boo a 72·9 
V-37 pBO-ll01B-E o to +7000 10,900 c 54.7 
V-36 pBO-1101B-E ° to +70.0 22,300 c 61.5 
G-7 pBO-ll01B-D o to +70.0 33,900 c 65·7 
G-4 pBO-I10IB-D o to +7000 51,000 c 70·3 
G-9 pBO-I10IB-D o to +4000 191,700 b 4906 
G-B pBO-1l01B-D o to +4000 746,000 b 
G-5 pBO-ll01B-·D o to +4000 1,2l6,lOO c 
v-16 P80-1101S-C o to +35.0 232,000 a !~4. 7 
Average 5909 
* k :::: 0.160 
** a: failure initiated at edge of 'veld reinforcement. 
b: failure initiated at edge s>f weld reinforcement in a slag inclusion. 
c: failure initiated in weld. 
F100,000 F200,000 
65.6 58.B 
55.0 
5B.B 
6209 56.2 
44 .. 3 39·7 
!~9. ~. 
4001 3509 
--
5405 !~8.0 
* ksi 
F 2,000,000 
I 
-..:.) 
\>l 
I 
34.2 
36.9 
35.6 
TABLE A-4 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS WITH REINFORCEMENT REMOVED ON TWO SIDES 
(Complete Reversal) 
Stress * Specimen Welding Life Location Computed Fatigue Strength, ksi Procedure Cycle of F50, 000 F100,000 F200,000 F Number (cycles) ** 2,000,000 (See Appendix D) (ksi) Fracture 
V-30 pBO-ll01B-E +4500 25,500 c 4004 3601 
V-3B pBO-ll01B-E +4000 12,000 c 310B 
V-31 pBO-ll01B-E +4000 35J500 c 370B 3309 
G-16 pBO-II01B-D +4000 44,600 c 3902 3502 3104 
G-21 pBO-l1018-D +4000 146,400 c 4705 4204 3BoO 8 
--J 
G-17 pBO-I101B-D +4000 179,200 c 4901 4309 3903 +-I 
G-IB pBO-I101B-D +4000 291,700 c 5300 4705 4204 
G-19 pBO-I10IB-D 2:.25" 0 1,729,300 d 2404 
G-20 pBO-llOlB-D +2500 2,726,900 + nb failure 
Average 4207 390B 3708 2404 
* k == 00160 
.** c~ failure initiated in '-leldo 
d~ failure initiated in weld at base metal weld metal interface" 
TABLE A-5 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS WITH REINFORCEMENT REMOVED ON TWO SmES 
Specimen 
Number 
V-35 
G-14 
V-34 
G-13 
G-12 
G-IO 
G-ll 
G-15 
V-13 
Welding 
Procedure 
(See Appendix D) 
P80-1101B-E 
pBO-1l01B-D 
P80-1101B-E 
pBO-IIOIB...;D 
pBO-1101B-D 
P80-1101B-D 
pBO-1I01B-D 
pBO-1I018-D 
pBO-II01B-c 
* k = 0.146 
** 
Stress 
Cycle 
(ksi) 
o to +70.0 
o to +70.0 
o to +70.0 
o to·+70.0 
o to +70.0 
o to +5000 
o to +50.0 
o to +50 .. 0 
o to +3500 
c: failure initiated in weld. 
(Zero to Tension) 
Life 
(cycles) 
7,Boo 
27,100 
29,400 
125,300 
1B4,900 
225,300 
617,600 
797, Boo 
BBo,200 
Location 
of *.* Fracture 
c 
c 
c 
c 
d 
c 
c 
d 
c 
Average 
* Computed Fatigue strength, ksi 
F50,000 FIOO, 000 F200,OOO = F500,000 
63.B 
64·7 
BO.l 
B500 
62 .. 5 
71~2 
57 .. 7 
5B05 
7205 
76 ... 3 
56.3 
6403 
65·3 
69.2 
50·9 
59·0 
6103 
43·4 
5B02 
57·1 
60.6 
44.1 
51.6 
53·5 
3B<0 
50.B 
d: failure initiated in weld at weld metal base metal interface. 
I 
-..:] 
Vl 
I 
TABLE A-6 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS IN THE AS-WELDED CONDITION 
(Variation in Compressive Mean Stress) 
Specimen Welding Stress Cycle, ksi Life Location Procedure Min.. Stress Max 0 Stress Mean Stress Alto Stress of Number (See Appendix D) (cycles) * Fracture 
HL-3l pBO-110lB-D -3500 +2500 - 500 +3000 145,500 a 
G-l P80~1101B-D -3900 +21 .. 0 - 900 +3000 151,200 c 
G-3 pBO-ll0lB-D -4000 +2000 -10 .. 0 +3000 100,100 d 
HL-30 pBO-llOlB-D -45 .. 0 +1500 -15 .. 0 +3000 200,400 c I 
-...1 
0\ 
pBO~1101B-D -4500 316,800 
D 
G-2 +1500 -1500 +3000 d 
w-2B P80-1101B-D -5000 +1000 -2000 +30 .. 0 261$'700 a 
* a~ failure initiated at ~dge of weld reinforcement .. 
b~ failure initiated in weldo 
c~ failure initiated in weld at weld metal base metal i,nterfaceo 
TABLE A-7 
RESULTS o.F FATIGUE TESTS o.F TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS IN THE AS-WELDED Co.NDITIo.N 
(Variation in Compressive Mean Stress) 
Specimen Welding Stress Clcle, ksi Life Location 
Number Procedure Mino Stress Max 0 Stress Mean Stress Alto Stress (cycles) of 
* (See Appendi~ D) Fracture 
W-23 P8o.-IIo.18-D -45 .. 0. +3500. - 5~o. +40.00. 69,60.0. a (1) 
W-21 P8o.-11o.IB-D -4500. +3500. - 500. +40. .. 0. 84,30.0. c 
W .... 29 P8o.~11o.18 ... D -50. .. 0. +30.00. -10.00. +40. .. 0. 29,10.0. c 
W-22 P8o.~11o.18 ... D ~5o.oo. +30.00. -10. .. 0. +40.00. 94,30.0. c D 
--.:) 
-..:J 
W-27 P8o.-IIo.18 .... D -50.00. +3o.~-O -10. .. 0. +40.,,0. 119,20.0. D c 
W"-30. P8o.-Ilo.18-II .... 60.00. +20..0. -20.00. +40. .. 0. 113,20.0.. c 
* a~ failure initiated at edge of weld reinforcemento 
b: failure initiated in weldo 
(1) second crack startecl in weldo 
TABLE A-8 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF LONGITUDINAL BUTT WELDS IN THE AS-WELDED CONDITION 
(Complete Reversal) 
* We1d:ing Stress ** Computed Fatigue Strength, . ksi Specimen Procedure Cycle Life F20, 000 F50, 000 FlOO,OOO F200,OOO Number (See A:ppendix n) (ksi) (cycles) 
G-39 p80=1l018~0 +4000 64,900 4603 4103 3709 3409 
G-40 P80 ... 11018-0 +4000 69,000 46,,6 4106 38 .. 2 3500 
IIL-16 P80-ll018=G +3000 32,700 31 .. 8 28,,4 2602 2400 
~-17 P80-11018-G +3000 44,500 3301 29.,6 2701 2500 I 
-.J 
ex: 
I 
G-44 P80=11018-0 +3000 148.1 200 3803 3402 3105 2809 
G-43 P80~11018-0 +3000 192,600 3906 ~ ~ 2909 
Average 3903 3501 3202 29;6 
* k = 0012 
** All failures in:ttiated in weld 0 
TABLE A-9 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE ~rESTS OF LONGITUDINAL BUTT WEIJJS IN THE AS-WELDED CONDITION 
(Zero to Tension) 
* Specimen Welding Stress Life Location Compu~ed Fatigue Strength, ksi 
Number Procedure Cycle (cycles) of 
** 
F20, 000 F50,000 F100,000 F200,000- F2,OOO,000 (See Appendix n) (ksi) Fracture 
G-42 pBO=11018=0 Q to +6000 21,000 c 6003 5400 4906 
G=48 pBO,.,11018=0 o to +6000 63,700 c 6903 610B 5608 5201 
HL~12 pBO-1101B-F o to +5:500 34,300 c ~5Bo 7 5205 4803 
HL~10 pBO-Il01B~F o to +51000 39,900 c ~5404 4806 4407 I 
-..:] 
\0 
HL~~ll pBO~llOlB-F o to +4000 255,500 c 480B 4407 4102 
I 
G-47 pBO=llOlB=o o to +4000 346,900 g 46,,5 420B 3203 
G-41 pBO-1101B-0 o to +4000 7B2,900 e 4703 3905 
Average 60,,7 53,,1 4B04 450B 3509 
* Ie = 0012 
** c~ failure initiated in weldo 
e~ failure initiated in test section at edge of weldo 
g~ failure initiated outside test sectiono 
TABLE A~lO 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF LONGITUDINAL BUTT WELDS IN THE AS-WELDED CONDITION 
(Half Tension to Tension) 
Specimen Welding stress Life Location 
Number Procedure Cycle (cycles) of ** (See Appendix D) (ksi) Fracture 
G~45 P80~11018=0 +3500 to +7000 403,500 h(l) 
G-37 P80=11018-0 +3500 to +7000 587,400 e 
G~46 P80-11018~0 +3000 to +6000 4665 400 h 
Average 
* k = 0012 
** e~ failure initiated in test section at edge of weldo 
h~ failure initiated at electrode change pointo 
* Computed Fatigue strength, ksi 
FIOOJOOO F200, 000 F500,000 F2 ,OOO,000 
8300 7602 6802 5706 
8701 8000 7104 6002 
7205 6606 5904 5002 
8009 7403 66Q3 5600 
(1) second crack initiated at electrode change point at transition radiuso 
I 
co 
0 
I 
TABLE A~ll 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF PLAIN PLATES WITH FULL PENETRATION TRANSVERSE ATTACHMENTS ON TWO SIDES 
(Zero to Tension) 
Computed Fatigue strengthz * Welding Stress ** ksi Specimen Life 
:Number Procedure Cycle (cycles) F20, 000 F50,000 FIOO,OOO F200,000 (See Appendix. D) (ksi) 
w=8 P80-11018""p o to +6000 21,100 6103 3905 2801 
W-3 P80-11018=p o to +6000 24,800 6607 4206 3003 
W=5 P80ao11018-p o to +4705 49,700 7400 4704 3308 2402 
w-4 P80=11018=·p 3504 I o to +3500 51,000 5502 2502 1709 ():) J-1 
I 
w=6 P80~11018-p o to +3500 84,000 7006 4501 3200 2208 
Average 6506 4200 2909 2106 
* k = 00488 
*~~ All failures init'i~ted at toe of weldo 
TABLE A~12 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF PlAlN PLATES WITH FULL PENETRATION TRANSVERSE ATTACHMENTS ON TWO SIDES 
Specimen 
Number 
W~7 
W=lO 
W~9 
* k = 0.580 
** 
Welding 
Procedure 
(See Appendix D) 
P80~11018~p 
P80-11018~F 
P80-1l018..,p 
(Half Tension to Tension) 
------~ * 
Stress Life** Computed Fatigue strengthz _ ks! 
Cycle (1- - ) F Fl 00 F (ksi) cyc es 50yOOO 00, 0 200,000 
+35~0 to +70,,0 60,600 78.2 52,,2 35,,0 
+3500 to +70 .. 0 72,500 86,,8 58 .. 0 3808 
+25,,0 to +5000 119,200 82.,6 55.,3 3700 
Average 82 .. 5 5502 3609 
All failures initiated at toe of weld., 
• ()) 
I\) 
I 
TABlE A",,13 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF PLAIN PlATES WITH A FULL PENETRATION TRANSVERSE ATTACHMENT ON ONE SJDE 
Weld:ing stress Specimen 
Number Procedure Cycle (See Appendix D) (ksi) 
W=20 pBO-IIOIB-Q o to +6000 
w=IB P80~11018=Q o to +6000 
- P80-11018-Q o to +6000 W-l1 
W-15 P80",,11018=Q o to +3500 
W-19 pBO-l1018=Q o to +3500 
* k = 00487 
** All failures initiated at toe of weldo 
(Zero to Tension) 
** * Computed Fatigue Strength, ksi Life 
(cycles) F20,OOO F50,000 FIOO,OOO F200,ooo 
21 j 600 6203 3909 2805 
21,600 6203 3909 2805 
26,700 6902 4403 3105 
63,500 6103 3904 2800 2000 
93.9 100 7406 4704 3307 2401 
Average 65~9 4202 3000 2201 
I 
co 
\.N 
I 
TABLE A-14 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF PlAIN PLATES WITH A FULL PENETRATION TRANSVERSE ATTACHMENT ON ONE SIDE 
(Half Tension to Tension) 
Welding Stress ** Specimen Procedure Cycle Life Number (See Appendix D) (ksi) (cycles) 
V1~12 P80-11018-Q +35 .. ~ to +7000 64,600 
W-13 P80-lI018-Q +35.,0 to +7000 65,200 
w-14 P80-110l8-Q +25 .. 0 to +5000 178,300 
Average 
* k = 00331 
** All failures initiated at toe of weld .. 
, * Computed Fatigue Strength, ksi 
F50, 000 FIOO, 000 F200,000 
76.1 
76.5 
76 .. 3 
76.3 
6006 
60'07 
60.,7 
6007 
48~2 
4803 
4801 
4802 I OJ 
+:-
I 
TABLE A~15 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF FULL PENETRATION TRABS'lER8E TEE JOINTS 
Specimen Weld.ing stress Procedure Cycle Number (See Appendix D) (1(si) 
G-30 pBO~llOlS-R +4000 
G-54 PSO~llOlS~R +!~Oo 0 
V-52 PSO-II01S-L +4000 
-
V~53 P80-110lB-L +4000 
HL=lB P80-1l01B=L ±.3000 
V-51 P80~11018-L 2)00 ° 
V-50 P80=11018-L .BODO 
G=32 P80~1101S~R +2000 
V-54 P80-1101S-L +2000 
G-27 P80-11018-R +2000 
* k = 00215 
*-)(-
c~ failure initiated in weld. 
(Complete Reversal) 
Life 
(cycles) 
2, 1~00 
2,600 
11,400 
13,900 
12,900 
42,100 
55,000 
78}200 
132, 1~00 
333,500 
Location 
of ** Fracture 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(1) 
f 
f 
c 
f 
c1 
Average 
d: ;failure initiated in "leld at llelc1 metal base metal interface" 
e~ failure initiated at toe of 'ueld" 
(1) second crack initiated in velda 
* Computed Fatigue strength, ksi 
F20,OOO F50JOOO FIOO,ooO F200,000 
350) 
3607 
2703 
35 ~2 
37,,2 
26u8 
33~1 
29,,0 
30.,2 
2204 
2809 
3006 
2200 
2406 
260B 
2408 2104 
2604 2207 
1900 1603 
2102 1803 
260 J~ 2203 
2306 2002 
I 
CP 
\Jl 
B 
TABLE A~16 
RESUL'rs OF FATIGUE TESTS OF FULL PENETRATION TRANSVERSE TEE JOINTS 
(Zero to Tension) 
* Specimen Welding Stress Life Location Computed Fatigue Strength, ksi 
Number Procedure Cycle (cycles) ,of 
** 
F20,000 F50,000 FIOO,OOO F200,000 (See Appendix JD) (ksi) Fracture 
G-31 pBO-I101B~R o to +70,,0 15,400 c 65"B 5207 
G ... 26 pBO-11018=>R o to +7000 17,000 c 6702 54t.,0 
G=29 pBO=llOlB=R o to +4000 151,900 c 5200 44,,3 3705 
G-25 pBO-IIOIB-R ° to +4000 1B7,Boo f 540B 46,,5 3909 I co 
CY\ 
I 
Average 6605 5304 4504 3807 
* k = 0,,23B 
** c~ failure initiated :in weldo 
f~ failure initiated at toe of weld" 
TABLE A-l1 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF FULL PENETRATION TRANSVERSE TEE JOINTS 
(Half Ten~ion to Tension) 
* Welding stress ** Com~uted Fati~ue Stren~thl ksi Specimen Life 
Number Procedure Cycle (cycles) F50" 000 F100" 000 F200,,000 F500,OOO F (See Appendix D) (ksi) 2,000,000 
G-24 P80-1101B-R +3000 to +6000 171.,100 7902 61 .. 8 58.,0 47 .. 0 
G-28 . P80 ... 11018-R +30 .. 0 to +6000 251J300 8605 . 7307 6302 5106 
G-33 P80-11018~R +2500 to +5000 451,,200 10 .. 4 60 .. 0 4900 3507 
G-23 P80 ... 11018..,R +2500 to +5000 534,,600 7300 62 .. 4 5007 3702 s ():) 
-1 
I 
Average 8209 11.,2 6009 4906 3605 
* k = 00225 
** All failures initiated at toe of weld., 
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TABLE A-18 
BESUL'IE OF FATIGUE TESTS OF PLATES WITH A FULL PENETRATION 
ATTACHMENT ON ONE SIDE, WELDED WITH DIFFERENT ELECTRODES 
(Complete Reversal) 
* 
Welding Electrode Specimen Procedure Stress Life Number (See Appendix D) Ty:pe Cycle (cycles) 
W-24 p80-901B-A Mll, 9018 +3000 33,900 
w-26 P80-9018 .... A MIL 9018 +30 .. 0 37,300 
W-25 p80-9018-A MIL 901~ +3000 37,500 
Average 36,200 
V-49 P80-110IB-K MIL 11018 +3000 47,300 
v-48 P80-1101B-K MIL 11018 :-3000 49,700 
Average 48,500 
* All failures initiated at toe of weld .. 
TABLE A=19 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS, 
FABRICATED USING DIFFERENT INTERPASS TEMPERATURES 
(Complete Reversal) 
Specimen We1d:i.ng Preheat Interpass Stress Procedure Temperature Temperature Cycle Number (See Appendix n) (OF) (OF) (ksi) . 
HL=27 pBO-I101B-s Room Room +3000 
G-51 pBO-ll01B-s Room Room +3000 
Vao9 P80-11018-B 150 300 +3000 
G-52 pBO-II018-E 200 300 +3000 
V-21 P80-11018""C 150 300 +3000 
V=20 pBOoo11018-c 150, 300 +3000 
HLoo28 P80-1101B-E 200 300 +3000 
HL=29 P80=l1018-T 200 400 +3000 
G-53 P80-1101B-T 200 400 +3000 
* a~ failure initiated at edge o:f weld reinforcemento 
c~ failure initiated in welda 
d~ :failure initiated in weld at weld metal base metal interfaceo 
Life Location 
(cycles) of 
* Fracture 
24,300 c 
51,100 c 
55,300 c 
63,700 c I co 
\.() 
72,700 a I 
75,900 a 
145,900 c 
161,800 a 
324,900 d 
Specimen 
Number 
HL-21 
H.L<=20 
HL-22 
HL",,25 
HL-24 
HL~23 
TABLE A~20 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF SPEClMENS WITH LONGITUDINAL AND 
TRANSVERSE BUTT WElDS PLACED :rn DIFFERENT ORDERS 
(Complete Reversal) 
Welding Stress Life Location Computed Fatigue Strengthz ksi Procedure Cycle of F20, 000 ·F F100,OOO F200.,000 (cycles) 
*** 
. -50,000 (See Appendix D) (ksi) Fracture 
(Longitudinal Weld followed by Transverse Weld) 
pBO-IIOIB-o 
& +3500 22,000 c ·35,,6 3000 26 .. 1 
pBO-IIOIB-D 
P80-l10l8-0 
& +3000 30,000 c 3204 27 .. 2 2308 
pBO-IIOIB-D 
P80-11018-0 
& +20 .. 0 256,500 a 27 .. 4 24 .. 0 2100 
pBO-llOlB=D 
* Average 3400 2802 24:b 21 .. 0 
... 
{Transverse Weld followed by Longitud~ai Weld) 
pBO-IIOlB-D 
**** & +41&4 16,900 c 4003 3407 
pBO-llOlB-o 
P80 ... 11018""D 
& +3000 B9,400 c 3801 33 .. 0 2905 2603 
P80=1101B ... 0 
P80~11018""D 
& +3000 131,700 c 3501 3103 2Boo 
pB0 .... 1l01B=0 
** Aver,age 3902 310' 3004 2701 
* 
k = 0,,193 ** k = 00162 
<*** a~ failure initiated at edge of welda 
c~ faj,lure ini tia. ted in weld 0 
**** Specjmen ran 13,800 cycles at +23.3 to -25.5 ksi } Life given above was determined to 
16,000 cycles at +4104 ksi the equivalent life at +4104 ksi 
I 
\0 
0 
I 
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TABLE A-21 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF TRANSVERSE BUTT·WELDS IN THE AS-WELDED 
CONDITION , HAVING LACK OF PENETRATION 
Specimen 
Number 
Welding 
Procedure 
(See A:ppendix D) 
Degree Stress 
of Cycle 
Penetration (ksi) 
Life 
(cycles) 
Location 
of ** 
Fracture 
* 
** 
G-49 
V-9 
V-21 
V-20 
V-19 
v-26 
G-50 
PSO-ll01S-D* 
PSO-II01S-B 
PSO-ll01S-C 
PSO-I101S-C 
PSO-ll01S-C 
PSO-ll01S-D 
* PSO-ll01S-D 
92% +3000 
100% +30,,0 
100% +3000 
100% +3000 
100% 0 to +6000 
100% ° to +6000 
92% 0 to +6000 
75,000 
55,300 
72,700 
75)900 
50,300 
54,000 
26,700 
Same as procedure noted except no root opening was provided 0 
of the groove were butted" 
a: failure initiated at edge of weld reinforcemento 
failure initiated in weldo 
failure initiated at lack of penetrationo 
i 
c 
a 
a 
a 
a 
i 
The 1/8Jf lands 

Number 
B-1 
B-2 
B-3 
B-4 
B-5 
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APPENDIX B - LIST OF FIGURES 
(Graphical Presentation of Test Data) 
Results of Fatigue Tests of As-Rolled Plain Plate Specimens 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welds With 
Reinforcement Removed on One Side 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welds With 
Reinforcement Removed on Two Sideso 0 0 0 0 0 0 e 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Longitudinal Butt Welds in the As-
Welded Conditione a 0 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 a a a 0 " 0 0 0 
Reduction in Fatigue Strength of As-Rolled Plain Plates Due to a 
Longitudinal Butt Welda a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 
93 
95 
97 
B-6 Results of Fatigue Tests of Plates With Full Penetration Transverse 
A ttachments on Two Sides a 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 98 
B-7 Reduction in Fatigue Strength of As-Rolled Plain Plates Due to 
~211 Penetration Attachments on Two Sides 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99 
B-8 Results of Fatigue Tests of Plates With a Full Penetration 
Transverse Attacbment on One Side 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
B-9 Reduction in Fatigue Strength of As-Rolled Plain Plates Due to a 
Full Penetration Attacbment on One Side 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 a 101 
B-IO Results of Fatigue Tests of Full Penetration Transverse Tee 
Joints 0 0 102 
B-ll Reduction in Fatigue Strength of As-Rolled Plain Plates Due to a 
B-12 
B-13 
B-14 
Full Penetration Transverse Tee Joint a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 103 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Plates With a ~~ll Penetration 
Transverse Attachment on One Side j Welded With Different 
Electrodes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 104 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welds Fabricated Using 
Different Interpass Temperatures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 105 
Results of Fatigue Tests of Plates With Longitudinal and Transverse 
Butt Welds Placed in Different Orders 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 106 
B-15 Reduction in Fatigue Strength of As-Rolled Plain Plates Due to 
Combined Longitudinal and Transverse Butt Welds 0 0 0 0 0 0 107 
B-16 Results of Fatigue Tests of Transverse Butt Welds in the As-
Welded Condition Having Lack of Penetration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 
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FIG. 8-6 RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF PLATES WITH FULL PENETRATION 
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FIG. 8-13 RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS 
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RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF PLATES WITH LONGITUDINAL AND 
TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS PLACED IN DIFFERENT ORDERS. 
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FIG. -15 REDUCTION tN FATIGUE STRENGTH OF AS-ROLLED PLAIN PLATES 
DUE TO COMBINED LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS. 
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FIG. 16 RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF TRANSVERSE. BUTT' WELDS IN· THE 
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APPENDIX C - LIST OF FIGURES 
(Test Specimen Fractures) 
C-l Typical Fracture for As-Rolled Plain Plate Specimens. 0 0 0 • 0 110 
C-2 Typical Fractures for Transverse Butt Welds With Reinforcement 
Removed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0 Q 0 0 • 0 III 
C-3 Various Types of Failures Obtained With Transverse Butt Welds. 112 
c-4 Various Fracture Modes for Transverse Butt Welds in the As-
Welded Condition. 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 113 
C-5 Typical Fractures for Longitudinal Butt Welds in the As-Welded 
Condition 0 " • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 to 0 0 0 0 114 
c-6 Typical Fracture for As-Rolled Plain Plate With Full Penetration 
A ttacbments on Two Sides 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 Q • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 115 
C-7 Typical Fractures for As-Rolled Plain Plates With a Full 
Penetration Attacbment on One Side. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 116 
c-8 Typical Fractures for Full Penetration Tee Joints 117 
C-9 Typical Fractures for Specimens With Combined Transverse and 
Longitudinal Butt Welds 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 118 
C-lO Typical Fracture for Transverse Butt Welds With a Lack of 
Penetration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 119 
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TYPICAL FRACTURE FOR AS-ROLLED PLAIN PLATE SPECIMENS. 
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0) Reinforcement removed on one side. 
FIG. C-2 TYPICAL FRACTURES FOR 
REINFORCEMENT REMOVED. 
b) Reinforcement removed on two sides. 
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a) Failure initiated at 
defect in weld. 
b) Failure initiated at 
base metal weld metal 
interface. 
c) Failure· initiated at 
edge of weld 
reinforcement. 
FIG.C-3 VARIOUS TYPES OF FAILURES OBTAINED 'WITH TRANSVERSE 
BUTT WEL.DS. 
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a) At junction of two 
weld beads. 
b) Initiated at weld 
metal base metal 
in te rfoce. 
c) At toe of weld. d) S irnul toneous crack 5 
at toe of weld. 
FIG.C-4 VARIOUS FRACTURE MODES FOR TRANSVERSE BUTT WE LOS 
IN THE AS - WELDED CONDITION. 
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FIG. C-5 TYPICAL FRACTURES FOR LONGITUDINAL BUTT WELDS IN THE 
AS-WELDED CONDITION. 
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TYPICAL FRACTURE FOR AS-ROLLED PLAIN PLATE WITH FULL 
PENETRATION ATTACHMENTS ON TWO SIDES. 
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FIG. C-7 
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a) Welded with MIL 11018 electrode. b) Welded with MIL 9018 electrode. 
TYPICAL FRACTURES FOR AS-ROLLED PLAIN PLATES WITH A FULL 
PENETRATION ATTACHMENT ON ONE SIDE. 
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a) Failure initiated in weld. b) Failure initiated at toe of weld. 
FIG. c- 8 TYPICAL FRACTURES FOR FULL PENETRAT ION TEE JOINTS. 
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a) Transverse butt weld ploc e d las t. 
b) Longitudinal butt weld placed last, 
TYPfCAL FRACTURES FOR SPECIMENS WITH 
COMBINED TRANSVERSE AND LONGITUDINAL 
BUTT WELDS. 

FIG. C-IO TYPICAL FRACTURE FOR TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS WITH 
A LACK OF PENETRATION. 
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APPENDIX D - LIST OF FIGURES 
(Welding Procedures) 
Welding Procedure P80-11018-B (Transverse Butt Welds) • 
Welding Procedure P80-11018-C (Transverse Butt Welds) • 
Welding Procedure pBO-llOlB-s (Transverse Butt Welds) 
\\Telding Procedure (Transverse Butt Welds) 
Welding Procedure pBO-IlOlB-F (Longitudinal Butt Welds) . 
Welding Procedure P80-ll0l8-G (Longitudinal Butt Welds) 0 
Welding Procedure pBO-Il018-o (Longitudinal Butt Welds) • 
Welding Procedure P80-11018-J (Full Penetration Transverse 
A ttacbrnents). . • • • . • • . 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • • 
Welding Procedure P80-l101B-p (Full Penetration Transverse 
A ttac:hm.ents). 0 • • • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 • • 0 • • 
Welding Procedure P80-110lB-K (Full Penetration Transverse 
A ttacbrnents) 0 0 • 0 • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 0 0 0 0 
Welding Procedure P80-11018-Q (Full Penetration Transverse 
A ttachrnent s) 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • • 0 • 0 0 
Welding Procedure P8o-9018-A (Full Penetration Transverse 
A ttac:hm.ents).. 0 0 0 • • 0 • 0 0 0 • ~ • • 0 • • 0 0 • 0 0 0 
Welding Procedure P80=110lB-L (Tee Joint) 
Welding Procedure P80-11018-R. (Tee Joint) ~ 
Welding Procedure P80-11018-N (Longitudinal Attachments). 
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4 Ii Continuous Weld Passes 
I 3,15,17 
9, II 
5,7 
3 
Root opening tin. Arrows indicate d'irection of welding. 
Surface of plate adjacent to weld cleaned by grinding before' welding. 
Pass Electrode size, in. Current, amps. Rate of ,trov'el, in.lmin. 
I. 2 5 140 3.5 ~ 
3-18 3 230 6.0 Ii 
Voltage: 21 Volts 
Polarity: D.C. Reversed 
Preheat: 150 0 F 
Electrode: MIL 11018 
Interpass Temperature: 3000 F (Maximum) 
Heat Input: 50,000 Joules lin. (Maximum) 
All welding ;n flat position. 
Underside of pass I back-gouged with air arc before pass 2. 
FIG. 0-1 WELDING PROCEDURE P80-II018-B 
(Transverse Butt Welds) 
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Root opening tin. Arrows indicate direction of welding. 
Surface of plate adjacent to weld cleaned by grinding before welding. 
Pass Electrode size, in. Current, amps. Rate of travel, in./min. 
I ~ 140 3.5 
2 3 230 6.0 16 
3 5 160 4.0 32 
4-20 3 230 6.0 16 
Voltage: 21 Volts 
Polarity: D. C. Reversed 
Preheat: 150 0 F 
Electrode: MIL 11018 
Interpass Temperature: 3000 F (Maximum) 
Heat Input: .50,000 J.oules / in. {Maximum} 
All welding i(,,!flat position. 
Underside of pass I back-gouged with air arc before pass 3. 
FIG.0 .... 2 WELDING PROCEDURE paO"'IIOI8-C 
( Trans verse 8 u tt We I ds ) 
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4" Continuous Weld Passes 
I 7,19,21,23 
11,13,15 
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I 
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Roo t opening tin. Arrows indicate direction of welding. 
Surface of plate adjacent to weld cleaned by grinding before welding. 
Pass Electrode size, in. Current .. amps. Rate of t ravel 'I in./min. 
I 5 140 3.5 32 
2 3 230 6.0 16 
3 5 160 4.0 32 
4-16 3 230 6.0 16 
17-24 3 16 
Vo I tage: 21 Volts 
Polarity: D. C. Reversed 
Preheat: None 
Electrode: MIL 11018 
Interpass Temperature: Room 
200 
Heat Input: 50,000 Joules I in. (Maximum) 
All welding in flat position. 
5.0 
Underside of pass I back-gouged with ai r arc before pass 3. 
FIG.D-3 WELDING PROCEDURE P80-IIOIS ..... S 
(Transverse Butt Welds) 
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4" Continuous Weld Passes 
1 7,19,21,23 
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I 
3 
Root opening i in. Arrows indicate direction of welding. 
Surface of plate adjacent to weld cleaned by grinding before welding. 
Pass Electrode size, in. Current, amps. Rate of travel., in./min. 
I i 140 3.5 32 
'2 3 230 6.0 16 
3 5 160 4.0 32 
4-1'6 3 230 6.0 16 
17-24 3 200 5.0 16' 
Voltage: 21 Volts E,lect rode: MI L 11018 
Polarity. : D. C. Reversed Heat input: 50,000 Joules/in Maximum 
Preheat: 
0 
200 F 
In terpass Te fflpero ture Procedure 
200°F Max. PsO- 11018-0 
3000 f Max. P80- 1I018-E 
'400o F Max. P80- IIOI8-T 
All welding in flat position. 
Underside of pass I back-gouged with ai r arc before pass 3. 
FIG.0-4 WELDING PROCEDURE 
(Transverse Butt Welds) 
600 
Root opening ~ m. 
Vol tage : ,21 Volts 
Polarity: D.C. Reversed 
Preheat: 150 0 F 
Electrode: MIL 11018 
o 
interpass Temperature: 300 F (Max.) 
Heat Input: 50,000 Joules / in. (Max.) 
All welding in flat position. 
Surface of plate adjacent to weld cleaned by grinding before welding. 
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Arrows indicate direction of welding. X indicates change of electrode. 
Pass Electrode size, in. Current, amps. Rate of travel, in./min. 
I i. 140 3.5 32 
2 l 230 6.0 16 
3 l 160 4.0 32 
4-20 3 230 6.0 IS 
Underside of pass I back-gouged with air arc before pass :3. 
FIG~ 0-5 WELDING PROCEDURE P 80"'11 OI8-F (Longitud inal Buit Welds) 
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Voltage: 21 Volts 
Polarity: D.C. Reversed 
o 
Preheat: 150 F 
Electrode: MIL 11018 
o 
Interpass Temperature: 300 F (Max.) 
Heat Input: 50,000 Joules I in. (Max.) 
All welding in f lot positron. 
Surface of plate a djacent to weld cleaned by grin ding before welding. 
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I 5 140 3.5 32 
2 3 230 6.0 16 
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Underside of pass I back-gouged with air arc before pass 3. 
FIG.0-6 WELDING PROCEDURE P80-IIOI8-G (Longitudinal Butt Welds) 
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Ele.ctrode: MIL 11018 
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(M 0.x1 
(Max.') 
All welding in f I Q t position. . 
Uodeiside of pass I back-gouged 
with air arc before pass 3. 
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FIG.0-7 WELDING PROCEDURE paO-11 018-0 (Longitudinal Butt Welds) 
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III 
1-2 
Pass 
I 1-24 
125-68 
r .•• 
Electrode size, 
&:. 
-128 ... 
l It" =:d 
Main Member 
~ _____________ -__ ~J ______ ~ 
in. Current, amps. Rate of travel, 
170 5.5 
190 6.0 
Vol tage: 21 Volts Preheat : 200 0 F 
Polarity: D.C. Reversed Electrode: MILIIOIS 
in.lmin. 
Interpass Temp.: 200 0 F (Max.) Heat Jnput: 40,000 Joules lin. (Max.) 
Surfaces cleaned by grinding before welding. 
After depositing passes 1-6, root chip. Then deposit passes 7-12. Repeat, 
for other side. 
All welding in flat pOSition. 
FIG.0-8 WELDING PROCEDURE P80-IIOIS .... J 
(Full Penetration Transverse Attachments) 
(II 
1-2 
Pass 
1-24 
25-68 
Electrode 
5 
32 
3 
16 
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b _____ I-i_It _;d 
Main Member 
size, in. Current, amps. Rate 
170 
190 
Voltage: 21 Volts Preheat: 200 0 F 
of travel, 
5.5 
6.0 
Polarity: D. C. Reversed Electrode: MIL 11018 
3" 
in.lmin. 
I nterpass Temp.: 200 0 F (Max.) Heat fnput: 40,000 Joules lin. (Max.) 
Surfaces cleaned by grinding before welding. 
After depositing passes 1-6, root chip. Then deposit passes 7-12. Repeat 
for other side. 
All welding In horizontal position. 
FIG.0--9 
(Fu II 
WELDING PROCEDURE P80-IIOI8-P 
Penetration Transverse Attachments) 
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r 
I~ 
"I [ 
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] 
I" 1"2 
Main Member 
Pass Electrode size, in. Current, amps. Rate of trovel, in./min. 
1-12 5 170 5.5 32 
13-34 ~ 16 
Voltage: 21 Volts 
Polarity: D. C. Reversed 
Preheat: 200° F 
Electrode: MIL 11018 
190 
Interpass Temperature: 200°F (Maximum) 
Heat Input: 40,000 Joules lin. (Maximum) 
Surfaces cleaned by grinding before weld ing. 
6.0 
After depositing passes 1- 6, root chip. Then deposit passes 7- 34. 
All welding in flat position. 
FIG. 0""10 WELDING PROCEDURE P8C-11018-K 
(Full Penetration Transverse Attachments) 
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1 
Main Member 
Pass Electrode size, in. Current, amps. Rate of travel, in.lmin. 
1-12 5 170 5.5 32 
13-34 ~ 16 
Voltage: 21 Volts 
Polarity: D. C. Reversed 
Preheat: 200 0 F 
Electrode: MIL 11018 
190 
Interpass Temperature: 200°F (Maximum) 
Heat Input: 40,000 Joules/in. (Maximum) 
Surfaces cleaned by grinding before welding. 
6.0 
After depositing passes 1- 6, root chip. Then deposit passes 7- 34. 
All welding in horizontal position. 
FIG. 0-,11 WELDING PROCEDURE P80-IIOI8- Q 
(Full Penetration Transverse Attachments) 
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1 
Main Member 
Pass Electrode size, in. Currenf, amps. Rate of travel, in./min. 
1-12 5 170 5.5 32 
-
-it. 
16 
Voltage: 21 Volts 
Polarity: D. C. Reversed 
Preheat: 2000 F 
Electrode: MIL 90 18 
Interpass Temperature: 200 0 F 
Heat Input: 40,000 Joules I in. 
190 
(Maximum) 
(Maximum) 
Surfaces cleaned by grinding before welding. 
,.. ,... 
O.U 
After depositing passes 1- 6, root chip. Then deposit passes 7- 34. 
All welding in horizontal, position .. 
FIG.D-12 WELDING PROCEDURE pao .... gOIS-A 
.( Full Penetration Transverse Attachments) 
Main 
Member 
1'-111/8" 
Pass Electrode 
1-24 5 32 
25-68 :3 16 
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I I II I aG ~ "I 
11.--1 _____ J 
5 .. 
M 
size, in. Current, amps. Rate 
170 
190 
Voltage: 21 Volts Preheat: 200 0 F 
II-II 1/8" 
of travel, 
5.5 
6.0 
Polarity: D. C. Reversed Electrode: MIL 11018 
1.1. .. 
2 
in.! min. 
Interpass Temp.: 200 0 F (Max.) Heat Input: 40,000 Joules/in. (Max.) 
Surfaces cleaned by grinding before welding. 
Af ter depositing passes 1-6, root chi p. Then deposit passes 7 -12. Re peat 
for other side. 
All welding in flat position. 
FIG. 0""13 WELDING 
(Tee 
PROCEDURE 
Joint) P80-IIOI8-L 
Main 
Member 
Pass Electrode 
1-24 5 32 
25-68 :3 is 
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It" I- - ~I 
11...-1 ____ -J 
5 II 
~ 
size, in. Current, ?mps. Rate 
170 
190 
Voltage: 21 Volts Preheat: 200 0 F 
11_111/8" 
of travel, 
5.5 
6.0 
Polarity: D.C; Reversed Electrode: MIL 11018 
I.L .. 
2 
in.! min. 
Interpass Temp.: 2000 F (Max.) Heat Input: 40,000 Joules/in. (Max'> 
Surfaces cleaned by grinding before welding. 
After depositing passes 1-6, root chi p. Then deposit passes 7 -12. Repeat 
for other side. 
All weldicg in horizontal pos.ition. 
FIG.D-14 WELDING 
(Tee 
PROCEDURE 
JOint) P80-IIOI8-R 
-1,))-
Feathered weld--_ 
I . 4' Frlle t 
------- -- --- --iJiI<o'o1 24 2 
3 4 
I c; II I 
........ _______ 1"' ________ -----1 
Solid arrows show direction of welding on front face 
Dotted arrows show direction of welding on bock toce 
Change electrodes at five inch intervals.· 
Pass Electrode size, in. Current, amps. 
1-4 --L 190 16 
Voltage: 21 Volts 
Polarity: D.C. Reversed 
Preheat: 200 0 F 
Electrode: MIL 11018 
Interposs Temperature 200°F (Maximum) 
Heat Input: 40 , 000 Joules/in. (Maximum) 
Surfaces cleaned by grinding before welding. 
FIG.D-15 WELDING PROCEDURE 
Rate of travel, 
60 
P 80-11 0 18 - N 
(Longitudinal Attachments) 
in./min. 

